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PREFACE

The rapid changes which have occurred in comptiter
technology over the. past decade have substantially ex-{'
panded the pot\ential for access to all categories of
personally identifiable informatiqp: During this period,
the increased availability of data has provided the basis
for establishment of more relevant operational and ad-
ministrative criteria, and in turn has altered the decision-
making processes in both the private and governmental
sectors. Over this period, increasing concern has also
arisen, however, over the potential impa6t of such data
availability on current information policies, procedures
and legal doctrines.

In keeping with its congress mandate, the Bur-
eau of Justice Statistics has resptsibility for the collec-
tion and dissemination of statistics describing both the
criminal justice offender and operation of the criminal
justice system. In this connection the Bureau is charged
also with responsibility for insuring the confident' ality of
data and for the analysis of overall informations policy
impacting on the collection, storage and diss,emina on of
criminal justice data. 4

This ddcum.ent identifies and analyzes those issues
relating to the use/ of criminal-justice data for private
employment decisionmaking purposes. The book addresses
both legal and operational questions and is specifically
designed to provide the reader with background material
reflecting current 'concerns, policies and legal decisions in
these areas.

The book represents the,,nsecond in a series of
documents addressing criminal justice inforKation policy.
The prec'eding document, entitled Privacy and the Media,
is available through NCJRS and the-GPO.

BENJAMIN H. RENSHAW
Acting Director ,\
Bureau of Justice Statistics
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INTRODUCTION

Should private employers havg a right of access to
criminal history record information in order to make
employment decisions about applicants and employees ?'
Access by private employers to criminal, history record
information turns out to be a critical and a complex issue}
complex becauie it involves more than just a simple*,
direct* conflict between societal interests in disclosure
and offender interests in secrecy. Critical becauSe soci-
ety's interests in the effective functioning of its economy,
and the welfare of all of its citizens are profoundly
affected by the standards that govern employer access to
criminal history data.

Employer access to criminal history record infor-
mation may minimize risks oc8asioned by the employment
of chronically violent, anti-social or untrustworthy indi-
vi4uals. However, employer access ,to this data may
instead threaten society's interest in rehabilitating offen-
ders and assuring that they contribute, to society by
working,* as opposed to burdening society by requiring
welfare or other assistance, or worse, by commiting new
crimes. In addition, employer access may frustrate
society's interest in providing equality of employment
opportunity to ethnic and racial minorities.. At the.sam;
time, employer *access may do, irreparable-damage to a
record subject's reputation, sense of privacy, and other,
sensibilities::

Developments that Influenced the Publication of this
Report

While there can be little question that the issue of
private employer access to criminal history records is of
critical importance, several developments influenced
SEARCH to write this report at this time. First, 16th
statutory and case law appear to be moving in the
direction of permitting, ,if not requiring, broader is-

1
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lbsure of criminal history records. If in fact, privacy
andardg for criminal history records are relaxing, then it

, is an appropriate time to take a comprehensive look, at
policies governing private employer access.

Second, and perhaps paradoxically, both statutory
and case law appear to be moving toward fuller recogni-
tion of legal concepts that directly or indirectly support
workplace privacy. In particular, employment law may
come to require private employers to be able to demon-,
strate that any personal information that they obtain
about applicants and employees is relevant to the sub-
ject's employment.

... A third and related 'develOpment concerns the in-
creasingly impOrtant role that employment plays in indi-
vidual lives. Beyond the financial rewards; numerous
ancillary benefits, such as insurance and Medical' benefits,
come from employment. Employment also offers recrea-
tional and social opportunities. In a very real sense,
individuals get acceptability, status, and a's'ense of self
concept from employment. For all of these reasons,:

Not s prisingly, public opinion surveys ipdicate that
faccess to e ployment is. critical for most Americans.

the Amfirican public it interested in employer policies foe
collecting criminal history record information about
applicants and employees. A 1979 national opinion rel
search iurv,ey of attitudes toward privacy conducted fa
Sentry Insurance by Lot..4i,s Harris and Associates; Inc.
found that 62 per.cent of the public believed that it is
improper for an 'employer to ask an -applicant for a non-
sensitive job whether he or she has,an arrest history.2.,r
Approach ancrOrganization

This 'report is not iptendied .to be presdiptiveno
standards or even recommendations are presented. In-
stead, the report is intended .to, be informative and
analytical. The y of the report is in three parts. Part
One describes cu ent actual practioe among private
employers in obtai ng and using criminal history records.
In addition to de ibing employer conduct, this part of

2
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the rqport describes the current concerning the
extent to which a criminal hiStory background is predic-
tive of an individual's work performance.

. Part Two provides an overview of statutory and case
laW that bears on employer access to and use of criminal
history records. This.part of the eport looks at: (1) the
.legal principles, including privacy law principles, govern,
ing the disclosure of criminal history records to employ-
ers; (2) stfite Ostatutory law provisions; (3) the affect of
equal employment opportunity law on employer collection
and use of such data; C4) employer liability for collection
or use of criminal history data; and (5) employers' com-
mon law duty to hire safeemployees.

Having provided a background, and context for con-
sideration of this issue by first describing employer prac-
tices and by seco9d identifying the applicable law, the
report turns in Part Three to an `analysis of the policy
considerations.

w
The report presents the policy considera-

tions that stIgp_ort employer access as well as %hose that
support. restricting such access. The analysis turns on two
key variables: (1) the nature of the criminal history
record; -and (2) the nature of the job in quOtion.

The analySi4 in Part Three suggests that where the
record involves definitive, negative judgments about an
individual that are both serious ,and recent, such as a
record of a felony con vi ;tion that has oceurred Within the
prior few years, the policy 'considerations in favor of
private employer access are most persuasive. At, the
same, time, the analy§is suggests that where 'the job in
questiori involves the assumption of significant responsi-
bility or places employees in unsupervised settings where
the interests cii other employees, customers or the em-
ployer are at Fisk, employers can mike persuasive argu-
ments for 'access to at least those records of criminal
Conduct that are related to the employee's duties or
responsibilities. Cohiersely, where the record is less
definitive, significant ibr current, or where .the job exposes
employers and their employees and customers to minimal
risk,.the arguments in favor of secrecy-art most persua-
sive.

ii
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The report focuses on private as opposed to public
employer access'. The principal reason for making this
distinction is .that public employers obtain apd.Thandie
criminal history record data in an entirely different legal
environment. Public employers are governed by consti-
tutional and statutory restraints, as well as statutory
privileges,'that do, not apply to pri;latetemployers. Fur-.

"thermore, the nature of the common law standards that
apply to 'private and public employers differ enough to
require separate analysis: Then too., the public policy
debate and accompanying. _research and analytical work
has generlally distinguished between public and private
employers.

Researyi Methodology

Just a few words should be said about thq approach
used ft) conduct research for this report. First, in order
tb mars ela/tively slim and somewhat obscure

'liter re coincerni g the collection and use of criminal
histoq Fords, by rivate employers, and the relevancy of
criminal history records to offender employment per-
formance, a rather' complete search was condudted of aft
indexes of potentially germaine published material, for the
period 1970 to the present. Specifically a search was
conducted of the-following indexes:

.
I. The National Criminal Justice Reference Ser-

vice: a c pilation of 40,000 reports; books
and au visual presentations, as well as a
computerized doCument data base, covering
all aspects of law" and Criminal- justice and
operated by the National Intitute of Justice;

2. Inform: a compilation of 86,000 publicati6ns
in the areas of business man'gement and, ad-
minIstratipn;

3. Management' Contents: a corripilation of
approximately 200,000 publications' including
all business literature and business journals;.

4
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. 4. PM: international coyerage, of public affairs

. and social science from 1,400 periodicals,
books, pamphlets, and Federal, state and local
government documents;,and,

5. Current Law Index and Index to Leal Periodi-
cals: 660 law periOdicals covering all of tile
major U.S. legal periodicals. -(. '

In addiftion to a comprehensive search of secondary
materials, all 'relevant case law and, statutory law as
researched. In particular, statutory law in all 50 states
was researched by reviewing both the official statutory
codes and the Privacy and Security of Criminal History .

Information: Compendium State Legislation published
by the Department o_ f 3ustie's Bureau of Statis-
tics (133S) in 1978. . ,

(

Finally, after completing enough initial research -to
' frame the issues46, SEM:1.CH convened a one-day confer-
, ewe of experts to furiher refine the issues and provide

empirical and practica information and reactions. The
conference was chaire4 by Alan F. Westin, Professor of
PWblic Law and t overriment at Columbia University and
President of the Educational Fund for I.DdividualiRights, a
research and policy analysis orgatilition which concen-
trates eon workplace issuel. Approximately 20
individuals participated in the conference, representing
-the Bureau of 'Justice Statistics, the Federal Bureau. of
Investigation,f Depadtment of Labor,- the National
Telecommunications and Information Administration, the
Congress, state and local criminal justice organizations,
the American Civil Liberties Union, and private industry,
including the ,America'n Society, of Personnel Adinin-
istrators.3

5
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PART ONE

CRIMINAL HI-STORY RECORDS
IN THE WORKPLACE

.4

One threshold question should be addressed before it
makeskense to. discuss the use of criminal history records
in the workplace. How many people in the work force
have a criminal history record? After all, if the per-
centage of offenders (using the term to include individuals
with either an arrest or conviction history) in the worts
force is small, then the issue. of employer acc9ss to
criminal history records is not so critical. However, if it
is true, as preliminary research suggests, thtit between 36
and '40 million pebple have criminal records, roughly one-
quarter to one-third of the work force, theft. the nation's
pollcieS for emp)oyer access have the potential to gravely
affect,'the nation's economy and its,citizens.z!

,According to research dOne for the Depa'rtmen't of
Labor, criminal history record subjects have the following
specific characteristics: males outnumber females $5 to
15 percent; Blacks outnumber whites 70 to 30 percent;

t and adults outnumber juveniles 94 to 6 percentt.° ,kt is also
estimated that about 40 percent of reported arrests are
for a serious -crime.° Conves.ely, this means that abbut
60 percent of reported arrests are for minor crimes,
primarily victimless crimes, such as prostitution, drug use
and gambling. About 20 percent of all offenders hav-e
multiple arrest histories. However, approximately 50'
Orcent of criTinal history record subjects have not been
attested ,in at least ten years.7 Further, studies show that
approiimately 40 60 percent of all arrests do not end in
conviction.°

Assuming,t se statistics are largely correct,
the impact of reliance on criminal history record infor-
mation for' emplswment decisions is substantial. Indeed,
even it the 30 to 40 million estimate is substantially

- 7



inflated, the number of people ih the work force with
criminal history records is still likely to be quite large.

What this suggests is that criminal histories have
the potential of restricting employment opportunities for
large numbers of people and may adversely affect indi-
viduals who have never been c nvicted of a crime or
never arrested or a serious .9ff nse or who have estab-
lished a substantial period of me free from criminal
inyolverrtent.

USE OF CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORDS

Even assuming that the number and nature of crimi-
nal history records is such that policymai5ers ought to be
concerned, one must also ask Whether`Oere is any reason
to believe that criminal history records, where available,
influence priv e employers' decisions. If it turns out, fol-

. example, that te employers tend to ignore criminal
history record mation, then its availability is not a
significant issue.

Some commentators have speculated, for instance,
that the im c of the criminal history record/
emplaymen issue is overstated because most applicants
lie labout their criminal history background and most
employirs are never the wiser.9 It has also been suggest-
ed that most ;offenders are only qualified for (and only
look for) unskilled jobs for which a criminal history record
poses little or no barlier to employment.V It is also
argued that most offenders have so m y other handicaps
to employment such as race, you , and educational
deficits, thata criminal history recor makes little incre-
mental contrib'ution to the offender's ployment prob-
lems. Finally, a few especially sanguine observers
minimize the irripact of employer access policies bedauset

. in their view, legal and social barriers to the employment
of offenders are disappearing. In one celebratedkase,, for
example, an ex-convict recently became .a state court
judge.1 2

8
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Despi*,2thesearguments, thee overwhelming con-
sensus of the..14tratkpr.indicates.. that criminal hisfory
record iriforrnatith fitlregarded by tfie private 'business
community as a legitimately significant factor in deter-
mining employment suitability. A study done for the
Department of Labor in 1979 reviewed the published
literature concerning

'employment
barriers for individuals

with criminal history records. While the empirical work
that has been gone on thetopic of employer use of
criminal history,records is'far from definitive, the De-
partment of Labor study tentatively concludes that: (I)
15.percent of private employers flatly refuse to hire any
offenders; (2) 5 to 10 percent ignore offender status; and
(3) the remaining Z5 to 80 percent of private employers
rake criminal histoi-y, record data into account but make
case by case determinations.'

Apparently, private-employers seldom express their
policies for using criminal history records in writing.
Nevertheless, there appears to be little question that a
criminal history record of violent crimes or of dishonest,
fraudulent acts is - ;treated by almost all employers as an
,extremely negative factor.", Indeed, in one somewhat
aged study, 66 o 75 erriployers interviewed said that they
would not consider hiring an applicant with an assault
arrest even if the".arrest never- led to a conviction."

Furthermore, the "fraudulent or dishonest" clause in
most commercial fidelity bond contracts reportedly has
the effect of preyenting or at least discouraging many
employers from hiring applicants with arrests or, convic-
tions for theft, feaud, or other Crimes which imply that
the record subject has a dishonest or untrustworthy char-
acter.' 6 4

Logic win, d suggest that the poSitioo being applied
-77--grerbaffects an.pmployer's'interest in obtaining crimi-

nal history data: 'For example, employers can be expected

:4
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to try especially hard to exclude violent or dangerous
employees from unsuperyised settings or from .settings
where these employees are exposed to children or other
vulrierable individuals. Similarly, employers can be ex-
pected to crake special efforts to exclude dishonest/or
untrustworthy employee.' from positions in which they will
handle large sums ormoney, or be responsible for,expen-
sive or sensitive tangible resources, or' be entrusted with
proprietary information.

A spokesman for A public utility made the industry
argument for access to criminal" record data about em-
ployees in sensitive positions in the following manner:

"In connection with its. supply of gas and
electricity to members of the general public,
this comport.), is vitally concerned in obtaining,
and retaining employees' of high calibiwho do
not have criminal records so that are in Alk_
position to assure ourselves and our custornelli
that-employees of this company who enter
their homes on Company business, e.g., read-
ing of Meters, activating and terthinoing ser
vice, ,customer relations ,contacts, etc., are
trustworthy and reliable. Hence, we are
opposed to any limitations being imposed upon
us... with respect to obtaining records relating
tot criminal condUct.1

-
survey's of parolees indicate' that many Ot-lees

certainly believe that they are discriminated against by
private employers because of their criminal history ref-

, ord. In one survey 55 pettent of the parolees polled said
that they 'had encountered specific incidents of lob-dis-
crimination based on their criminal history record. 8

There is also some evidence, although it is by no
means definitive, that private employers seldom dis-
tinguish between arrest and conviction records.19 In the

,view of some observers, employers do not .want to absorb
the expense of investigating the circumstances surround-
ing an arrest and thus they treat arrests as they would,

10
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treat convictions.20 Reportedly, some employers also
take the view that an offender's actual'criminal history
record, whether it includes arrest data, conviction data or
both; is only the tip of the iceberg and therefore under-
states the true dimensions of the offender's criminal
behavior. k

There is also' some evidence in the literature ;vhichs
suggests that the effect of a criminal history record upon
employers extends beyond, the- initial hiring decision.
S'ome of the literature indicates tIlat when employers do
hire offenders they offer offenders less desired jobs, less
pay or establish special probationary periods.2'

"Hossieve the record on employer use of criminal
history records "ndicates that the great majority of jobs in
the private sec do remain open to offenders \and the
literature suggetts/ that. many jobs are made eskcially
available to offenders who'can demonstrate their rehabil-
itation.22

Moreover, many employers have been active partici-
pants in various types of offender employment oppor-
CDnity programs. One study, in fact, concludes that the
corporate record in providing employment for offenders
has been quite positive.

"The corporate and businiss communities-belie
not deliberately obstruCted or hindered efforts
by ex-offenders to obtain suitable em*yrnent
after their discharge from perIal institutions,
nor have they remained apathetic to the prob-
lems which these disadvantaged persons ,face.
Rather, individuals within the business com-

. munity are currently engaged in a number, of
innovative, risk taking steps to show their
concern and 40 absorbfwthe floW of partially
rehabilitated ex-qffenders."2 3

The lack of thoroUgh empirical survey work about
employer practices precludes confident summations about
employer use .of criminal histpry records. However,
whatever ameliorating- factors may exist, and whatever

11
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complexities and deviations may exist, to is one point
on which all analysts seem to be agreed: private em-
ployers vse criminal history records to make adverse
employment decisions about criminal history record sub- .

jec'ts; /
EMPLOYER ATT

It is difficult to reach a firm conclusion -about
employers' attitudes toward access to crireanal history
data. The available empirical data is by no means,
conclusive. Moreover, the available data is somewhat
conflicting. The Harris Survey performed for Sentry
Insurance found that 86 percen of the bysiness employers
from the '.'Fortune 500" list re ponding to the Sueve said
that they believe it is impro r for, employers to ask
applicants for non-sensitive, positions about their arrest
history.24 Similarly, the great majority of 100 employer
representatives who testified in 1975 at hearings held by
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA)
to review `criminal history record regulations then under,
consideration by LEAA said that they ally sought to
,preserve employers' rights to ask for conviction infor-
mation, not arrest data."

The American Society of Personnel Administrators
and Equifax sponsored a survey in 1979 in which personnel
administrators expressed their reaction to the recom-
mendations'of the Privacy Protection Study Commission.
The respondents agreed with the Privacy Commission's

,recommendation to, "uS only conviction records relevant
to an employment dcciSton." 6 wt.+.

By contrast, most of the available ,literature and
research appears to suggest that miny private employers
do belie,ve that both arrest and conviction history data is

"relevant. to employment decisions. According to one
survey, for examp0e, 79 percent of employers sOlicit
arrest and conviction information on application formsr
Many ewlpyers apparently believe that both an arrest
and a conviction record have .strong predictive value
about the applicant's job perfordancq and hisilikelihood of

4
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repeating a criminal act."
A 1979 study of the social impact of the interstate

exchange of criminal histories done for the Congress'
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA Study) concludes
that substantial numbers of private employers seek
criminal history data.

>PAll that can be concluded is that substantial
numbers of employers do seek this information
'and that there is some scanty evidence that
use is decreasing.423

This conflict in perceptions about employer atti-
tudes also seems to be reflected in the discrepancy
between employers' written and oral representations.
Mariy employers'.e formal written personnel policies indi-
caite that employers neither collect nor use arrest data
and use conviction data only when it is timely and
relevnt.

However, in informal or private, settings, many,
personnel executives may admit that, they are in ct
anxious to captain both arrest and conviction ta.3°
Personnels executives acknowledge that the bottom U e
for most employers is that they prefer to be able to
obtain the maximum amount 'of data about applicants and
incumbents. Even among employers that refrain from
attempting to obtain arrest data, there is at least
sentiment for getting such data. This does not mean that
employer representatives believe that the data should
Alwdys be used. Rather, such data could be evaluated and

-used if 4pproptriate.

OBTAINING CRIMINAL HISTORY DATA

a Private employers ordinarily use ore or more of
three methods to obtain criminal history data. Easily the
most ,comrrion method is to seek such information dire,ctly
from the applicant, usually by incluclingothe question on
the application form. A second method used by employers
is to hire-consumer jeporting agencies, private Ovesti-

13
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gators, or other third parties to obtain .Criminal history
data. OcAsionally there are public reports of abusive
practices by investigators seeking criminal histolfy data.
For example, a New York City police detective was
caught selling arrest record information to Wackenhut
Corporation, a private-detective,agency, which
plied the data to scores of ,employment age and
credit bureaus along the East Coast." /.The ,t rd method employers - use to obtain criminal
history rec&ds is to request the data directly from
criminal justice agenciest usually local police depart-
ments. The OTA Study reports tat only a little data

,exists regarding the number of criThinal history requests
to criminal justice agencies .made by private employers.
However, what information has been Compiled indicates
that criminal justice agencies receive substantial numbers
of requests from non-criminal justiCe agencies. For the
most part, these requests appear to be for employment
purposes from public and, to some degree, private errtc-
ployers. Up until 1974, for example, the Winston-Salem,
North Carolina Police Department reportedly provided
criminal history records to local, private-employers for

r 54 a request.34
The OTA Study surveyed managers of criminal his-

tory record Nstems in 35 states, and found that 20.6 /9
percent of the total number of access-requests that they ,

received were from non - criminal justice agencies. The'
managers, speculated that most of these requests were
for employment purposes of various kinds.33

In fiscal year 197g, 42 percent of all access requests
made to the FBI's. Identification Bureau were macle by
federal non-criminal justice agencies. Two-thirds of
thoe requests were for em yment purposes.34

JOB PERFORMANCE .

Just as data is lacking about employer perceptions,
policies and practices, data is also lacking about the
actual job< performance of offenders. In other words, even
assuming thaI, most private employers want to have
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access to. at l t conviction data about their applicants,.
'there is very li le empirical data to indicate whether this
is a reasonabl wish. The OTA Study emphasized this
phenomenon:

0
"In short, justification for the use of criminal
history records focus on the probative v,plue
that such records have in predicting the be-,
havior of individuals. Little 'systematic inf or-
tmation exists on this question." 3 5

, Of course, private employers may have reasons
other than potential job performance for wishing to
review applicants' criminal history ,background. It is
possible to identify several, other motivating factors, such
as ernikloyers' heightened Jegal liability to victirris, in the
event bf a violent outburst by an offender, insurance
bonding requirements, and pu,blit image. Some observers
sppeulkte that employees seek to obtain criminal history
data because it provides a convenient basis for making
hiring decisions. They believe that most employers have
great difficulty making hiring and other employment
decisionS and, therefore, a criminal record is convenient
and appealing cirterion.

Employers may also want to see applicants! criminal
Awry records because employers may fear that offen-
ders recidivat#4 and thereby run a risk of losing the
services of the ,new employee (or worse becoming' the

-victim of the new criminal event). Although recidivism
statistics are not alivays consistent, or wholly reliable,
they ge?ierally support the argument that once an indi-
vidual is arrested or.convicted-he is likely to be in trouble
with the law on future occasions..

Some of the recidivism statistics are plainly
staggering. For example, a recent study by the United
States Parole Commission indicates, that 60.4 percent of
arrested, but not convicted, inrlividualse-re convicted for
a subsequent crime within sif years,. The same study

et shotvr that 27.5 percent of individuals' released from
prisoh have been convicted of a subsequent crime within



six yeari.3 6
However, available survey data also suggests that a

principal factor affecting recidivism is employment. 4 One
analyst expressed the problem as follows:

"Recidivism, de d as the to ency of for-
mer offended to eturn to p on, poses a
significant challenge to those who would-alle-
viate the nation's serious crime problem, con-
tinually 'frustrating eff is to return ex-
offenders to the mainstr m of-society. Cur-
rently, two out of ev three former offen-
ders return to a life of crime...

The inability of many former offenders
obtain decent,, rewarding jobs after they,are
reteased -from prison contributes significantly
to this high recidivism rate."37

Several- recent studies and analyses indicate that
offenders who find full-time employment are .±,k- less
likely than unemployed or underemployed of fendefs to
recidivate. One analyst, for instantel claims that unem-

e ployed or underemployed parolees are "Jour times as
likely to return to prison as their fully employed counter-
parts.""

In additi **,-to employer concerns about recidivismt
most observers agre that the principal reason that em-
ployers seek criminal history record inforination is that
they believe such data' will help them to predict the
applicant's potential value and trustworthiness as an em-
ployee.

As to trustworthiness, a small and admittedly incon-,
clusive body of survey data svggests that ex-offenders are
no more, .and perhaps less likely, to be involved in job-
related crimes than other employees. For instance, a
1976 Wisconsin study revealed that of more than Low
wisconsio parblees, only 14.were accused of job-related
crimes ohe year after release."

Another ex-offender job program achieved almost
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identical statistics. The program placed 459 ex-offepders
in regular, full-time jobs with promotion potential. /kite(
two years, half of the offenders were still on the job an
only 7 had returned to prison.h°

Inconclusive ,survey data further suggest that elx-
Ngfenders not only make law abiding employees, they

make valuable, contributing employees." A survey of
Maine employers, tor.example, who accepted referral,s
from an ex- offender placement prograrn...reported that the
majority of employers rated ex-offenders' Work as quanti-s
tatively and qualitatively seperior to the work of other
employees." 2 Similarly, research done for the Department
of Labor summarizing relevant literature, finds ex- offen-
ders in some circumstances make more efficient, effec-
tive employees than non-off,enders.43

These generalizations ought to be qualified in two
respects. First, almost all of the. survey research, has
looked only at parolees. Thus, little is known about the
job performance of arrestees., Secortd, it is difficult to
generalize about crimes and criminals. Within certain
sub-groups the propensity for both recidivism and poor job'
performance do in fact appear to be quite high.

In the absence of definitive, empirical data there is
certain to be continued disagreement as to whether
conviction records, much less'arresf records, are proba-
tive or relevant for private employers. For its, part the a'

,Supreme urt, in now famous words, declared that a
fifteen y r Old arrest 'record was not probative of
miscondu t and therefore could not be used as an auto-
matics bar to licensure for the practice of law.'

"The mere f4ct that a man-has been arrested
has very little, if any probative. value in show-
ing that he has engaged in any mis nduct." 4 4

A much celebrated federal distri t court case,
Gregory v. Litton Systems, Inc., which held that auto-
matic rejection of an employment application because of
an arrest record violates federal equal employment oppor-
tunity law, was also very critical of the job relevancy,of
arrest records.
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"(T)-tere Is no evidence Io support the claim
that persons -who- have suffered no criminal
convictions bpt have-I:teen arrestedon a num-
ber of occasions can be expected, when em-
ployed, to perform less efficiently or less
honestly than other- employ*: In fact, the
evidence in, the case was 6verwhelmingly to
the contrary. Thus, information concerning a
pr9sprictive employee's record of arrests with-
odt evictions, is irrelevant to his suitability
or qualification for employment." 4 5

ti If it eventually turns out that criminal history
record information is-not relevant to employment deci-
sions, many people feel that private employers should be
denied access to all criminal history data. on'the other
hand, it turns out, as many believe it will, ,that a't least
some criminal history record information is in fact rele-
vant to some private employers in some circumstances,
then it is important to identify the likely benefits and
drawbacks of employer access, in order to Vt a better
sense of the interests at stake and the potential
approaches to reconciling these competing interests.

S.
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GIRT TWO

CONSTITUTIONAL, STATUTORY AND
COMMON LAW CONSIDERATIONS

This part 'of the report dekribes and analyzes
relevant legal standards. The constitutional, §tatutory;
regulatory and common law considerations that apply to
employer access are disc

CONSTKUTIONAL/LAW

, At first impression, the question of employer access
to criminal history records appears to involve the collision

\\ of at least two constitutional interests. Denial of, m-
ployer access arguably impinges on emptbyers' irst
Amendment interest in the free flow of information.
Conversely, authorization for access arguably impinges' on
the subject's constitutional ritht of privacy.

1"tonstitution'al case law largely rejects both-of these
arguments. The case law indicates that, except in narrow
instances, -the Constitution is neutral. It neither corn:-

. mands that criminal history data be disseminated to
.employers nor prohibits that result.

Employers' Rights to 'Obtain Information

It is important to, note at the onset that employers'
"information rights" under the Constitution are no greater
("and I30 less) than the information rights of any other
member of the public. Although no constitutional deci-
sion discusses the information status of employers, the
Courts have refused to accord the media special status
rights for access to government herd data.

first Amendment does not guarantee the
press a constitutional right of §ecial access
to information not available to. thes,.publies-
gerierally." 6 . N
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t Tire Court's failure to grant the media special
access rights, despite the First Amendment's specific,
mention of the press apd the unique role that the preis
plays in furthering- First Amendment goals, makps it
extremely unlikely that the Court would be teCeptive to
arguments that employirs Ought to have special constitu-
tional information access rights.

Public's Rights to Obtain Information

Although the Supreme Court has said, rather enig-
matically, that access to information, at least for news
gathering purpoie-9, warrants some degree of First
Amendmept protetion,,47 the Court has _made clear'that
in general, the First Amendment does not grant citizens
(or employers) a right to compel the government or other
parties to turn over information. Aboaita far as the
Supreme Cwt has ben willing to go in prqviding some
kind of a 'First Amendment access right is to say that
when -criminal record information is containe5in a public
record the information must be available to the public. In
Cox Broadcasting Corp. v.- Cohn48 the Supreme Court
struck down.a Georgia statute that prohibi d the publica-
tion of a rape victim's name. The Court said that once
the name had been placed in a. public ourt record,
statutory pestrictions on access and dis igation vio-
lated the Firstiknendment."

But 'Cox really begs the question. The question is
not whether criminal *record information should be con-
sidered public, and thAs available to employ&s, once it
has been placed in a public record. The courts have long
held that the public must be given access to court
records, police, blotters and other original records of entry
_traditionally considered publi.c.49 The real questidh is
when should criminal justice data be placed in a public
record..; And here the Constitution' hoes not provide
definitive answers.

A couple of cases seem to sugges that the public
has a right to obtain certain limited i rmation about
criminal justice events, such as factual info ationtabout

r
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an arrest, when the .information is newsworthy and con-
temporaneous.

For example, in Tennessee Newspaper lilt, v. Levi a,
newspaper claimed that the tigtfted States Attorney's
ptlicy of withholding information about indiViduals re-
cently arrested of federal crimes violated the First
Amendment, the Federal Freedom of Information Ac't and
the' Federal' Privacy Act." The court's qpinion did not
mention -the' newspaper's constitutional claim, but, in
tiolding for the paper on sta1Story grounds, the court did
stress the legitimate and extensive public interest in
contemporaneous arrest information.

The opinion states that individuals who are arrested
or indicted:

...become persons in whom the public has a
legitimate interest, and the basic facts which
identify them and describe generally the
vestigations and their arrests become matt s

of legitimate' public, interest. The lives of
these'individuals are no longer truly priv
this right (right- of privacy) comes li i d

and qualified' for arrested or 'cte indi-
viduals, who are essentially public ersdn-
ages. sl

Criminal Justice Agencies' Right to Disseminate Infor-
mation

It is important to emphasize that once a jurisdiction
decides to' make conviction or arrest information public
(bearing in mind that, with perhaps a few exceptions, they
arel-(lot under a constitutional compulsion to do so), it is
increasingly clear that neither the right to privacynor
any other constitutional doctrine prohibits such dissemi-
nation. This statement could not have been made during
the first part of the, 1970's. However, in 1976 the
Supreme Court Riblished an opinion, Paul v. Davis, that,
in the words of one federal district 'court, "snuffed out"
the constitutional right of privacy for criminal history
records.s 2
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Paul v. Davis Extinguishes Constitutional Claim

Paul v. Davis involved the following facts. In
. anticipation of the 1972. Christmas season the police

chiefs of Louisville, Kentucky, and surrounding Jeerson
County circulated a flyer to local merchants containing
the names and photos of "active shoplifters." Davis had
been arrested for shoplifting some 18 months earlier but
hag never been convicted (although the charges were still
pending). Davis sued the police chiefs for a violation of
the federal statute (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1983) that makes it
unlawful to deprive a person of his constitutional rights
under color of state law.

Davis claimed that circulation of the flyer violated
several of his constitutional rights, including his right of
due process, his right to liberty (which Davis argued had
been violated by the damage caused to his reputation),
and finally, his right to privacy.

In addressing the privacy claim the Supreme Court
said that the constitutional right of privacy protects
certain kinds of very personal conduct, usually related to
marriage or procreation. The Court said that Davis' claiin
was unrelated to these types of privacy considerations,
and /concluded that the Constitution does not require
criminal justice agencies. te4 keep confidential matters
that are recorded in official records.

vis) claims constitutional protection
against the disclosure of the fact of his, arrestri"Paa
on a shoplifting charge. His claim is based not
on any challenge to the state's ability to
restrict his freedom of action in a sphere
contended to be "private" but instead on a
claim that the state fnay not publicize a
record of an official act such as. an arrest.
None of our substantive privacy decisions hold
this or anything like this, and we decline to
enlarge them in this manner.s 3
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This is not to say tha aul v. Davis eliminates all

constitutional arguments for pro ibiting the public's or
employer's access to criminal history records. For one
thing, Paul v. Davis only indirectly involves the Consti-
tution. The Supreme Court has traditionally takeh a
narrow view of actions brought under Section 1983. It is
'possible t t the Court would have given the constitu-
tional.argu is ebegjer hearing in another context.

Secondl the charges against Davis were still ac-
tively pending at the time when the police circulated the
flyer.- Had charges been dropped or Davis been acquitted,
the Court mi.gfit have been more receptive to Davis'

re,.- constitutional-arguments.
Thirdly, it is -*Ale to argue that Paul v. Davis

merely restates 'and emphasizes the message of Cox v.
Cohn-1--if information is in public records it must truly be
treated as public: fl-lowever, the problem with this
argument is that in Paul v. Davis the information was
contained in an "official" record and the opinion does not
addresthe public record issue.)

Decisions Applying Paul v. Davis

To date, Only a few, dedisions have given careful
attention to'Pau! v. Davis' effect on the extent to which
the' constitutional right of privacy applies to criminal
history °records." However, all of these courts have
interpreted Paul v. Davis broadly to hold that arrestees do
not have a constitutional interest in prohibiting the dis-
semination of their arrest records.

Hamrnons Scott55 a three-judge federal dis-
trict court panel held that. an arrestee was not entitled,
on constitutional grounds, to an of-der purging his record.
In this case all charges agaist the subject were dropped a
day after his arrest for assault with a deadly weapon. The
subject had no' prior arrests and argued that maintenance
and dissemination of this record violated his constitu-
tional right of privacy and harmed him by impeding his
opportunities for employmept and licensing and causing an
increased likelihood of police surveillance.

r.
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The court was emphatic in declaring that a consti-
tutional action foFtpurging or sealing does not exist in the
wake of Paul v. Davis.

However, by its opinion of March 23, 1976 in
Paul v. Davis (citations gmitted), the United
States Supreme Court has snuffed out the-
short life of this action.5 6

The Hammons' opiriion even extends the reach of
Paul v. Davis somewhat- to cover not only cases where
the charges ,are still pending, but, as well, cases, such as
that presented in Hammons, where all charges have been
dropped.

In a more recent decision, Rowlett v. Fairfax,57 a
federal district court in Missouri cited Paul v. Davis as
authority for holding that an arrestee whose charges were
dropped shortly after his arrest had no constitutional
interest that would support the purging of the FBI's rap
'sheet entries.. The opinion criticizes those pre Paul v.
Davis cases which hold that constitutional privacy and due
process rights give supipets certain recordkeeping rights
regarding their rap sheets. The Rowlett court states
expressly that it "agrees with the comment in Hammons
that Paul 'snuffed out the short life (of thisgtion).""

In Jones tr. Palmer Media, Inc.,5 -a former Con-
gressional candidate sued a Congressional staffer for
invasion of privacy after the staffer released to a news-
paper a record of the candidate's prior arrest in Lorenzo
Marques, Portuguese East Africa. The court cited Paul v.
Davis to support its holding that the staffer's release of
the candidate's arrest record did not deprive the candi-
date-Of his constitutional right of privacy. The court
concluded that Paul v. Davis stands for the proposition
:that the constitutional right of privacy does not protect
an individual's interest in his reputation. In order to
involve a constitutional interest,.the court said that the
alleged invasion of pritracy must interfere with or alter a
legal status or property right of the individual.

24 31
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Interestingly, the court speculated that where the
reputational damage could be coupled with some more
tangible damage, such as interference with the subject's
property interest in retention of a civil service position,
the record .subjett might have a constitutional claim.
Thiszeasoning, were it to be applied in other cases, leaves
the door open slightly for record subjects who-se criminal
history record is disclosed to empfilliers and who conse-
quently, lose private sector jobs in 'which they have a
property interest (such as tenured positions) to argue that
their constitutional skight of privacy was violated.

Most recently-N federal district court panel re-.-

jected the constitutional claims in an inwilaion of privacy
suit brought against federal law enforcement officials. In
Gonzalez v. Leonard,6° Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez
accused, federal Immigration and Naturalization Service
officials of defaming him and invading his privScy by
disseminating a telex to law enforcement officials stating
that Gonzalez and others were planning to kill police
officers by luring them into ambushes. The court con-
cluded

"Paul v. Davis clearly disposes of the plain-
tiffs' privacy'claim. More broadly,bPaul estab-
lishes that the interest which the plaintiffs'
claim has been invaded by the defendants- -
their interest in preserving their.goci reputa-
tiCn

itution; although it may well be safe-
not protected, by the United States

Con
by tort law of one or more States." 61

In the wake of "these decisions there can be little
question that disclosure of criminal history records--even
if incorrect, incomplete or dated - -does not in and of
itself violate the subject's constitutional right of privacy.
For a violation to occur:the record subject will have to
show more than ,mere harm to his reputation or his
sensibilities. The record subject will have to show that
the disclosure damaged some specific property interest or
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liberty interest redognized by constitution or other
law. In effedt, the courts are saying that individuals will
have to have. some other constitutional or legal cause of
action to supplement their information 'privacy claim.

Naturally, if it is now true that a criminal justice
agency can release arrest record information or intelli-
gence record information without constitutional privacy
obstacles, these agencies can also release conviction
informati6n.

Pre-Paul v. Davis PrivacyOpinions

'Paul v., Davis and its progeny appear to be sweeping
away a rich accumulation of earlier constitutional case
law which held that criminal justice agency dissemination
of arrest record information -(but not conviction record
information) to primate employers could be a violation of
the subject's constitutional right of privacy:62

Menard v. Mitche1163 was perhaps the most influ-
ential and widely quoted pre Paul v. Qavis constitutional
privgcy case involving dissemination' .of arrest record
information. Menard was arrested for suspicion of bur-
glary, but two days later charges were dropped, and
Menard subsequently sued the FBI to purge his arrest

&record. The federal court of appeals' panel said'that if
-the arrest was made without probable cause there is a
real question as to, "(W)hether the Constitution can
tolerate any,adverse use of information or tangible ob-
jects obtained as a result of an unconstitutional ar-
rest-1'6k

Even if the arrest were made`with probable cause,
but the charges eventually resulted in a favorable dispo-
sition, the Menard Court felt that an order limiting
dissemination (sealing) might be appropriate (although

uld not be) if the plaintiff could show that: (1)
his pictures would be publicly displayed in a rogues
gallery; or (2) his arrest record would be disseminated to
employers; or (3) retention of the record would be likely
to result in harassment by government officials.
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From a policy standpoint, one important point
emerges from this analysis of the constitutional principles
affecting employer access to criminal history records.
Employer access to this data is now largely a mattert of
federal and state statutory law and its implementing
regulations (and to a very limited extent, common law
privacy standards). Thus, public consideration and debate
Of the pertinent pp/icy issues becomes a far more im-
portant task now that the protections (and lin-Mations) of
copstit-titienal-standards-are-notavailable.

FEDERAL STATUTORY Y)LAW

Federal statutory law does not comprehensively
eaddress the issue of private employer access to criminal

history records. However, several federal statutes and
regulations affect both federal and state disclosure of
criminal histoty data to private employers.

FOIA and the Privacy Act

The Federal Freedom of Information Act" (FOIA)
sets the basic pattern for disclosure of federally held
written information. The FOIA requires that federal
agencies .mdke available.to the public, upon request, all
written information in their files unless the withholding of
the information can be authorized under one of the FOIA's
nine exemptions. The extent to which the FOIA's ex-
emptions can be used to limit public access to specific
types of criminal justice information is an area of un-
settled and,changing law.

Generally speaking, only three of the FOIA's ex-
emptions are potential sources of authority for' denying
access to criminal history inforrriation: subsection (b)(3),
if the information has been specifically exempted from
disclosure by statute; Subsection (b)(6)7 if the disclosure
would 'constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of per-
sonal privacy; and subsection (b)(7), if the informatiori
involves investigatory records and disclosure would result
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in one of six types of harm specifically identified in the
subsection.

The Privacy Act,66 despite popular mikponceptions,
has little ,effect on employer access to criminal justice
information. The Privacy Act prohibits federal agencies
from releasing most types of personal inforMation without
the subject's written consent, unless the release is per-
mitted under one of that Act's eleven exceptions. One of
those exceptions permits agencies to release information
that- must be disclosed wier the FOIA. Thus, if a
criminal record is to be withheld it must qualify for ,one

_of _the FOIA's disclosure mptions. Otherwise,the
FQIA requires release nd :therefore the Privacy Act's
exemption is met.

Department of Justice Regulations

In interpreting the FCNiA, the Department of Justice
has taken a generally protective, pro-pri3acy view of the
release of criminal history record information. Its regu-
lations prohibit the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
from releasing"summaries of arrest and conviction infor-
mation to the general public.67 The only exception that is,
recognized is for conviction and arrest record information
that is "reasonably contemporaneous" with the event to
which it relates.

The Department of Justice bases its regulation on
language in 28 U.S.C. Sec. 534 which authorizes the
Department of Justice to, "exchange these records (crim-
inal history records) with, and for the official use of
authorized officials of the Federal Government, the
states, cities and penal and other institutions."68 The
Depavment of Justice reads this section as implicitly
prohibiting the Department's release of criminal history
records to non-criminal justice agencies.69

However, this dissemination prohibition has been
slightly amended by Public Law 92-544 which authorizes
the FBI to disseminate arre(t records to federally char-
te'red or insired banking institutions and with offiCials of
state and local government for employment and licensing
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purposes. 70 Even in these instances, thy, FBI is forbidden
by regulation from releasing acre orris that are more
than one year old and are not actgfpanied by a disposi-
tion. The regulation explains that the purpose of this
policy is, "to reduce possible dens Of "employment
opportunities o'r licensing privileges to individuals as a
result of the 'dissemination of identification records not
containing final dispositional data concerning criminal
charges brought against such i ndi vi dua 1s.'" 71

Whether this combination of regulatory and statu-
tory, law can properly be, used to deny an FOIA request
made to the Department of Justice for criminal history
data is being tested in a federal= district court suit
underway in mid-1981. The Reporters Committee for
Freedom" of the Press and Robert Sthackney, a reporter
for CBS News, have brought an FOIA lawsuit against the

."10epartment of Justice for access to arrest and conviction
information regarding the Mydico's (Phillip, Charles and
Samuel)." The Medico's are reputed to be organized
crime figures and the plaintiff's claim that they are only
seeking information that has already been 'contained in
public court records. Many observers believe that 'when
the lawsuit is' over, the federal government, in most
caset, will have to releas§j conviction and perhaps arrest
information upon receipt of an,FOIA request.

Equal Employment Opportunity Law

One additional area of feder law affects private
employer access to, and particularly use of, criminal
history' data. Title VII of the Civil. Rights Act of 196473
and related lawm prOhibit an employer from using crimi-
nal history records for employment decisions if such use
has an adverse impact upon,a pgrtieular group, such as a
racial, ethnic or religious group, and the adverse impact,
cannot be justified as job related. In other words, if
adverse impact is established, the employer must be able
to demonstrate that the use of the criminal history record
is relevant or related to the duties and, responsibilities of
the particular position." -
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Several decisions have found that use of either
arrest or conviction records as an automatic bar to
employmentc does have an adverse impact upon racial
minorities and therefore violates Title V11-.- The courts
have taken judicial nqtice that Blacks are arrested and
convicted in proportionately far higher percentages than
whites. One study, for example, estimates that about 90
percent of Black urban males May have an arrest 'rec-
ord." According to recent Uniform Crime Reports
'published by the FBI, Blacks account for about 35 percent
of all arrests nationally for the seven "Index Crimes,"

77while comprising lesS than 15 percent of the population..
In 1970 in Gregory v. Litton Systems, Inc., 78 a

federal court of appeals panel held that it is a violation of
equal employment opportunity lei/ for a private employer
to automatically deny jobs to persons with arrest histor-
ies. The court decision on the far higher
incidence of arrest histo among Black males.

In Carter v. °Galla0er, another federal appeals
panel took Gregory one step further and found that
Minneapolis' fire department's policy of automatically
barring employment to individuals with a conviction rec-
ord was discrirninatory.78 The court found that Bladk
males make yp 4.7 percent of the population of Minrie-
apolis but account for 12.19 percent of its felony convic-
tions. Other cases have also held that it is a -violation of
the nation's equal employment law to summarily reject
for employment applicants who have 'conviction rec-
ords.8°

It is important to bear in mind that equal employ:-
ment opportunity considerations do not bar employer
access to data--merely its use \n a discriminator.), man-
ner. It is jalso important to note that an employer who
uses conviction record 'data (and, to a much lesser extent,
arrest record data) on a case by case basis, without using
the data as ah absolute bar to employment, and who can
shoe that it makes sense to take the data into account
because it is job related, will often be upheld by th
courts.
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In Richardson v. Hotel Corp. of America, 81 for
example, a hotel's discharge of a bellhop for convic ions

'theft was upheld. The court said that the heft
convictions were related to the bellhop's emplo ent
responsibilities ivhich included access to guest's rooms.
Other courts hak upheld a dismissal of a bus driver for
conviction of ,aggravated assault" and denial of a taxi
license to an individual convicted of drug offenses.83

,iiHowever, there can be no question that employer
e-tof criminal history data (and even its collection, to

the extent that such collection implies use) for employ-
ment purposes exposes employers to a potential risk of
liability under federal equal employment law.

Ironically, equal employment opportunity doctrines
may have the unwitting effect of encouraging employer$
to use third party sources of information such as criminal
records. The personnel administration literatUre has
qmphasited to employers that they run a risk that appli-
cants and employees will bring equal employment oppor-
tunity complaints if the employer asks them directly
about their criminal history background." As an alter-
nate and normally clandestine strategy, some writers have
urged employers to seek criminal history record informa-
tion from third party., public sources such as hurts
and police agencies.*'

MIA Regulations

The regulations issued originally by the Law En-
forcement Assistance Administration (LEAA)86 and now
dministered -tinder theOustice Systems Imprpvement Act

(MIA Regulations) are an important influence on state
standarfs for employer access to criminal history records.

The regulations were issued pursuant to the single
privacy standard that the Congress adopted during the
70's .dealing with criminal justice information. The Crime.
'Control Act of 1973 (which amended the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968) directs the execu-
tive branch to assure that the privacy of all criminal
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history. information in state and local systems that re-
ceive federal monies is adequately provided for, and
further directs that such information "only be used for
law enforcement and criminal. justice and other lawful

1187purposes.
Pursuant to this statute LEAA issued comprehensive

regulations for the hindling of criminal history records by
state and local criminal justice agencies. Among other
_things II t. e and local disclosure
of criminal history data to non-criminal justice agencies,
such as private employers.

Unlike the Departerient of Justicd Regulations; the
JSIA Regulations do not prohibit states and localities
from disclosing conviction record 'information. Instead,
the Regulations only regulate the disclosure of wha. the
Regulations call "non-conviction data." Non-convivion
data includes information about arrests without a disposi-
tion (if more than a year has elapsed from the date of the
arre§st) as well as all types of ispositions favorable to a
def4ndant, such as acquittals. s The JSIA Regulations
prohibit state and local crimin 1 juStice agencies from
releasing non-conviction informa on to private employers
or other parties outside of the criminal justice community
unless dissemination is authorized by a state-or local law,
an executive order or a court ruling.

However, the JSIA Regulations' exception for state
and local law is critical because it means that states and
localities are free for all practical purposes to set their
own dissemination policy. All that the_JSIA Regulations
do is set an optional', minimum standard. States and

,localities can set more restrictive dissemihation standards
and, most importantly, they are free to ignore the LEAA
approach and enact more flexible dissemination standards.
In sum, despite the JSIA Regulations, a state or locality
can still decide to adopt standards to release criminal
history data, including arrest record data, to private
employers.

STATE STATUTORY LAW
AP

Today, all of the states have adopted statutes that
address at least some aspects of the maintenance, dissem-\32 39



ination or use of cripinal history records. Twenty-four
states, far example have enacted statutes that compre-
hensively regulate and limit public access to criminal
history information. (both arrests and convictions) main-
tained inriminal justice "information systems." 'Other
states ha adopted statutes that regulate at least some
types of dissemination, either through regulation of the
state agency responsible for criminal identification furr-
tions or by coverage of some types of criminal history
re ords under the state public records law. Still other
sta 39 at last count, have approved specific legislative
provisions t at require or permit the sealing or purging of
criminal history record information under enumerated
circumstances.''

Pfivate Employer Access perrvally

Despite the growing volume of state privacy and
security.legislation and the enactment of state statutory
provisions limiting the dissemination of criminal history
records, the rule in the majority of states continues to be
that private employers can, and do, obtain at least
conviction data and frequently arrest data as well., A
review by SEARCH of the statutes of the 50 states <plus
the DiVrict of Columbia, the Virgin Islands and Puerto
Rico), indertken in connection with this project, found
hat ten jurisdictions (Florida, Illinois, Kentucky, Minne-

P sota, Montana, Nebraska, Nevgda, Pennsylvania, the Vir-
gin Islands and West Virginia) provide statutory authority

'" for private employers to obtain both. and non-
convictiron arrest data." Another seven stat (Colorado,
Connecticut, Georgia, Maine, New MexiCo, Tennessee and
Washington) provide for access to conviction data only."
Eleven states (Alabama, Arizona, Hawaii, Kansas, Loui-
siana, Maryland, Massachusetts, NeW Hampshire, South
Carolina, South Dakota and Utah) have statutory provi-
sions that delegate authority to some official body or
person (such as a privacy and iecurity council or the
director of the state bureau of ideptification) to review
and.approve or disapprove requests for criminal records
from non-criminal justice applicants, including private
employers 9 3
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In addition, thirteen jurisdictions (Idaho, Indiana,

'Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, New `Jersey, North
Dakota, Ohio,' Oklahoma, Puerto Rico, Texas, Vermont
and. Wiscon0n)" do not provide in their statutes for
access by private employers; but do not expressly prohibit
4uchiaccess either; thus,.presumably priVate employers in
these states might obtain access to some criminal history
records under the state's public records law or by virtue
of the exercise of.officral discretion. . ..

'A typical statutory provision in these states estab-
lishes a'State criminal identification bureau with author-

`' ity to coll4ct arid compile criminal identification ant
criminal history data and share it with other ideritifica--.
tiro bureaus aaa with state and 4deral law,deriforcentent
officials. 'HoWever, as noted above, these statutes do not,,
say that lacy enforcement officials are the only per iss7
ible recipients of criminal history record data and the
fore a good argument can be made that criminal history'
records may .be made available lo non-criminal justice
applicants,.particularly if the state has a broadly worded

;public records 1w. .
,.. ,, .

Only twelve jurlsdictions have adopted statutory
-scherfres- that arpear to prohibit flatly access to crimi
history records by private employers (Alaska, Ark
Californiq, Delaware, the District of 09Jumbia, I _.,.
New rork, 111-th Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, Virgin' ;, .

N and Wyothing .95
.

. .

eactiok SupportingAccess.

Twq agditional factors weigh in favor 'of employer
access,..fo criminal records. First, even in jurisdictions

ethaostensibly prohibit employer access to criminal- his-
tor/y data,' or that frequently and readily purge or seal
criminal history records, employers can obtain both con- T
victIon and arrest data by checking non-name-indexed)
no r?rcy ulat i ve original records of entry/such as police
blotters or court arraignment records. Second, many
state' criminal justice information statutes regulate only
the central state repository, or records disseminated by
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statutes,
the respository.96 Thus, in most states, eveh some of
those with comprehensive criminal record sta local
police agencies are still free--absent a local ordinance- -
to release to priva't'e employers whatever arrest, or con-

,
viction data they chocte to.

Although there is little empirical information. re
garding the extent to which local police oblige privatet
employers, many observers believe that it is a frequent
occurrence. As pointed out in Part One of this report,
some commentators suggest 'that much of the tragic in
criminal' history records between local police and em=
ployers is done on a hidden, no ,n- public basis. This may
occw.) in:partiCular, in cases where th$ local police not
only provide employers with information from local files,
but as well make requests to.,the state ritository or the
FBI. The OTA Study rhakesOis point: .... v,

v

Another important approach for private em-
ploryeFs obtaining these records involves'
cicanneling their requests '-through local law
enforcement agenCies. As a result; some of
this type of use will appear not as a secondary
private use, but rather as instance of use by
a law enforcement -agency. States where the
-use of-such information by 1irivate _employers

. is open and recorded, such as Florida, which
permits Jack's Cookie Corkpahy' and .Wir(n .
Dixie Stores Inc., among other -private em- - .

players, ac ess to these files, represent rare
exceptions this pattern of hidden use.9r

cific EmploYer Accessi,Statutes
.

A few states hgVe adopted statutory or regulatory
Provisions. that' specifically,, and sometimes comprehen-
sively, regulate private--eroployer access to criminal, his-
tory records. State legislation which expressly addresses,
this.issue seems to be, increasingly common.

.. Georgia, for example, has adopted a detailed
scheme fltr private employer access. Under t eorgia'slaw

A.

'Ws
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the Georgia Crime Information Center '(GCIC) must make
conviction records available`to private employers for the
purpose of making employment or job assignment deci-
sions for employees or potential employeesti whose duties
involve or may involve: (a) working in or near private
dwellings without immediate supervision; (b) custody or
control -over' or access tq cash or valuable items; (c)
knowledge of or access to secret processes, trade secrets
or other confidential business information; et (d) insuringto.
the security or safety of other employees, customers or
property of the employer. The conviction history infor-
mation may be made available only to persons involved in
the hiring, background investigation or job assignment of
the subject of the record.

The Georgia statute further provides t hat the GCIC
shall not be liable for any inaccuracy in records that are
shared with employers and nor shall it be liable for
invasions of privacy. Provikons for fingerprinting and
fees are 'also included."

, Nevada's statute makes conviction data available
generally to the public; °however, the statute expressly

.states that private employers have a right of access to
such data.9 9

By contrast, Minnesota's statute expressly ro-
sera employe'. access to certain types of__ criminal
history records, including certain kinds of conviction
.records. Minnesota prohibits dissemination for public
employment and occupational licensing purposes of rec-
ords of misdemeanor convictions for which no jail sen-
tence can be imposed, purged conviction record informa-
tion and records of all arrests not followed by convic-
tions. o o

A few states have adopted regulatory schemes that
do not set hard and fast rules, but instead, give 'the
employer, or a state agency discretion to determine
whether the criminal history. record is a relevant or
appropriate factor in light..,af the specific empkoyment
decision at issue.

'Pennsylvaniats new, comprehensive criminal justice
information statute" for example, makes conviction dada*
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and felony arrest data available to employers, but condi-
tions its use on its relationship to the applicant's employ-
ment suitability.

"Convictions for felonies, as well as mis-
demeanor convictions and arrests for felony
offenses, which relate to the applicant's suit-
ability for employment in the position for
which he has applied may be considered by the
employer. Misdemeanor convictions and
arrests for offenses'which do not relatg to the
applicant's suitability for employment in the
positi$ for which lie has applied shall not be
considered by the employer." 01

Maryland, by regulation, prohibits., the state reposi-
tory from disseminating ,conviction record data to em-
ployers unless the employer demonstrates that the duties
of the employee would bring the employee into such a
sensitive position with the public that employer access to
the conviction data will protect the public or avoid
damage to t employer's reputation and goOd will. The
regution res the repository to establish procedures
under thic ployers can apply, for access to conviction
data. The emulation, prescribes private employer acceseT,
to- non-conyiUion data unles&s_uch access is_authorized by
a statute on'court order."2

The? practicability of regulatory schemes, such as
those in Pennsylvania and Maryland, that condition em-
ployer access to or use of . criminal history data on
determinations of relevance have been questioned. Some
observers that, state officials have 'neither the
resources nor th#expertise to make relevancy determina-
tions on a _case by case basis. On the other hand,
employers are unlikely to be objective in applying a
relevancy standard to their own determinations. In conse-
quence; many%nalysts. believe that the better course for
state legislatures is to, set broad but definitive rules
regulating employer access, perhaps along the lines of the

vi Georgia statute.

les
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A few states have looked at the issue of employer
use of criminal history records as ad employment discrim-

. ination matter, rather than as 'an information policy
smatter. For example t statutes in New York,'" Wiscon-
sin,'" and Hawaii"' bar private employers from dis-
criminating against ex-offenders. This approach is analo-
gous to, thou0'somewhat stricter than, federal equal
employmen; opportunity standards.

Finally, a 'few jurisdictions place various kinds of
procedural safeguards upon employer's access to and use
of criminal history data. For example, at least five states
(jllinois, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada and West Virginia)
require that private ernployers seeking criminal history
data must obtain written 'authorization from the record
-subject,'" Such requiretnents for subject authorization
are increasingly .common. .

Another relatively common procedural protection
prohibits employers from requiring applicants or incum-

'bents to exercise their access rights to obtain copies of
their criminal history records for the employer. Today,
yirtually every jurisdiction permits criminal record sub-
jects to inspect and/or obtain a copy of their criminal .

histoty record. Theoreti , tich access provisions
Could be abused by, emplo rs. In an effort to avoid such
abuse, Maryland, for example, has adopted the. following
provision.

"It is tollawful for any employer or prospective
employe? to require a person .to inspect or
challenge any criminal history information re-
lating to that person for the purpose of obtain-
ing a copy of the person's record in order to
qualify for employment."10 7

COMMON LAW DOCTRINES

Criminal Justice Agency Disclosure

In rare instances criminal justice agencies and their
employees may have common law liability for. disclosure
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of criminal history data to private employers, even though
the disclosure does not violate statutory or regulatory
provisidns. In order for a criminal justice agency to be
liable for disclosures, several factors must be present: (1)
the jurisdiction must have .waived its sovereign immunity
from law suits; (2) there must not be a statutory or
regulatory provision that authorizes disclosuye to private
employe'rs43) the jurisdiction must recognize the tort
doctrine, invasion of privacy or some related cause of
action; ('4) the subject of the record must be damaged by
the disclosure; and (5) the disclosure must not be, privi-
leged.

Ordinarily, criminal justice encies and their em-
ployees will enjoy a qualified privi ge to make disclo-
sures of criminal history data. However, the privilege can
be lost if the disclosure is overbroad, gratuitous
otherwise unreasonable. The privilege can also be lost
the disclosure was made with malice - -a disregard for the
data's truth or falsity, or if- made in a manner that is
entirely unrelated to the official's duties ("outside the
scope of employment ").

Carr v. Watkinsi°8 is one of the few and probably
the most important case which holds that police dissemi-
nation of information can make the agency or its officers
liable to the record subject for invasion of privacy. In
Carr the court refus to dismiss an invasion of privacy
claim leveled ag tivo Montgomery County, Maryland,
police officers dissemiftnting adverse investigative
information about the plaintiff to his employer. The
discloiure resulted in the plaintiff's firing. The court
remanded the case for consideration of whether the police
officers were acting within the scope of their employment
and whether they acted with malice.

The Carr _opinion cites several other cases that have
recognized a common law cause of action against criminal
justice agencies for improper dissemination of informa-.
tion.

Cases which have stained a claim of viola-
,tIon of the right of privacy which have some
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analogy to the factual situation alleged by the
declaration be ore us, include those .in which
the right of one arrested not to have his
fingerprints and picture disseminated or ex-
hibited prior to conviction, unless he becomes
a fugitive from justice, has been recognized.'
(Citationsomitted.)10 9

Private gmployer Collection and Use of Criminal History
Record Information *

Traditionally the courts have held that the common
law privacy doctrine does not 'place restrictions upon the
type of information that a v-ivate employer can obtain
from or about applicants or employees. Not one decision,
for instance, has b6en found which holds a private em-
ployer liable on common law privacy grounds for collect-
ing information about an applicant's criminal history
background, or,, for that matter, other personal informa-
tion about an applicant or employee. In Spencer v.
Toussaint,11° for example, a federal district court panel
held that it is not an invasion of privacy for a private
employer to inquire into an applicant's psychological his-
tory on an application form. . .

Furthermore, an employer's collection of personal
information about applicants and employees from a third
party, such as a central repository or other law enforce-
ment agency, customarily is not considered a violation of
privacy because the information is already in the public
domain because it is known to the third party:111

Even arbitration decisions involving employees who
are covered by collective bargaining agreements have
given employers wide ,latitude to collect and use criminal
history records. In 'Alterman Transport Lines, Inc.,1 1 2 for

example, an arbitrator upheld an employer's discharge of
'an employee convicted of a felony after the employer
learned of 1 the conviction. The arbitrator did not find
fault with The employer's policy of not hiring or retaining
employees convicted of a serious crime.
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The viesi, that prlvte e ployers can collect and use
criminal historyecords Zvi out reference to applicadle
or employees' priyacyr-interests seems to rest on two
philosophical legs. First the termination at will doctrine
holds that employers hire (or not hire) or discharge an
individual for any reason, at any time and without regard
to any particular procesS.113 Given a legal setting such
as this in which employees do not have a right to obtain or
retain a job, it follows that courts give employers wide
latitude to collect and use criminal history records.

Second, the courts traditionally hold that employees
0o not have legally cognizable privacy interests in the
employer/employee relationship.'" This means that un-
like doctor-patient or lawyer-client relationships, em-
ployees .cannot hold employers to a standard of conduct
that-is-protective of their privacy interests.

Today, both of these philosophical props are shakey.
The termination at will doctrine is in considerable de-
cline. Many courts are beginning to recognize- that
employees have basic rights and remedies in the work-
place, at least where the employer's conduct conflicts
with an enunciated public policy interest.' " Further-
more, some .courts, including the Supreme Court, have
recently implied that employees have privacy interests in
the workplace, 6

The effect of these developments cannot be gauged
with certainty. However, it begins to appear that given
the right case, a cotit might provide relief on privacy
grounds.to an employe who is harmed by his employer's
collection or use of criminal history data.117 The "right
case" would almost certainly involve ad instance where:
(I) the criminal history record was not public; (2) the
employer could not argue that the record was job related;
and. (3) the employee had/ngt given implicit or explicit
consent to the employer to obtain hi record.

As noted earlier, employees m y also have a cOnsti-
tutional cause of action against the criminal justice
agency which made the disclosure if courts eventually
conclude that employees have a property interest in
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private employment. In that event a court, reasoning as
the federal district court slid in Jones v. Palmer Media,
Inc., could hold that disclosure of non-public criminal
history data involves a violation of the record subject's
constitutional interests beCause the privacy violation in-
terfered with the,subject's property interest in his job.11 8

Responsibility for Backgrbund Checks and Behavior of
Employees

Two final and related common law doctrines are
germaine to policies for employer access to criminal
history records. First, under the common law doctrine
respondeat superior it well established that private

f

employers can be found liable for the tortious or criminal
acts of their employees when the acts occur on, or arise
out of, their jobs. Thus, the common law establishes the
somewhat garadoxical dilemma that private firms can be
held liable for the criminal acts of that% employees but
the firms are often not perfaitted to review applicants'
criminal history records.

Lyon v. Carey," is perhaps the most widely cited
decision in a long line of cases holding employers liable
for the criminal conduct of their employees. In Lyon a
jury _required _a_ tiucking__company to pay its 'customer
damages after its employee assaulted and raped the
customer. The court concluded that the criminal act
arose out of the employee's employment because the
assault commenced during an argument over payment of
the employer's bill.

Cases such as Lyon v. Carey give private employees
an incentive to check criminal, history records and, in
effect, penalize employers for hiring applicants with
criminal records -- assuming that criminal records are pctt,
dictive ofan applicant's likelihood .to `commit future job
related crimes.

The second. common law theory, sometimes ,dubbed
the "negligent hiring doctrine," has been accepted by the
courts only tenuously. This doctrine holds that regardless
of whether the tortious or 'criminal act occurs in the
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course of the employee's employment, the employer is
liable if the employer's failure to exercise care in hiCing
or supervising the employee made possible the tortious.or
criminal act, (This theory is closely related to the so-
called "fellow-servant rule" which imposes upon em-
ployers the duty to use due care., in the selection and
retention'of employees for the sole benefit, and protec-
tion of co-employees.) Thus, an,employer may be liable
to a member of the public or other employees if he
negligently hires an employee with a past record of
ceirnipal conduct and"then puts that employee in a posi-
tion to commit a similar crime.1 2 Q

The courts have not had too Much trouble in decid-
ing that employers have a general duty to exercise due
care in hiring and supervising employees. In Fleming v.
Bronfin 121 for example,. a grocery store owner. was held'
liable to his customer after his deliveryman attacked the
customer while making a delivery to her home. The court
said that the grocer wasneglivnt because a simple
investigation would have disclosed that the deliveryman
was an alcoholic who could not be trusted to make
delilieries to customer's homes.-

However, the courts have 1:ien more than a little
reluctant to hold that-the duty to exercise due care
includes a duty to determine whether applicants have
criminal history records. A few courts have been willing
to go so far as tosay that where the employee will be
entering the homes of customers the employer has a duty
to check the applicant's criminal history background or to
supervise the new employee for at least ah initial period
of time.

In Blum v. National Services'Industries,I22 a Mary-
lind Circuit Court awarded damages against a moving
company because an ex-felon employed by the mover
entered an apartment adjacent t6 the apartment of the
moving company's customer and killed a woman living
there. The moving company, which apparently was aware
of the employee's criminal background, was found' negli-
gent for to investigate that background (an armed
robbery conviction) and for failing to supervise the em-
ployee.'
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In Kendall v. Gore Properties,123 a landlord hired an
individual to paint a young, single woman's apartment
withoUt checking the employee's background. The land-
lord gave the employee a key to the woman's apartment
and did not supervise the employee. The landlord was
found liable by a federal court of appeals panel after the
employee strangled the young woman. While the em-
ployee apparently did not have a criminal background, he
did have a background of hospitalization for emotional
problems. In any event, the opinion indicates that the
ptiftence of an actual past 'record is irrelevant. The
Of the landlord's liability in this case was his failure to
investigate the employee's background coupled with his
failure to supervise the employee.

444
"If a reasonable investigation had been .made
as to Porter's (the "employee") background
which disclosed the basis for a conclusion of
lack of cdmpetency, if he had been suffi-
ciently long employed to haye established him-
self as entitled to trust, if,the landlord or
tenants had had adequgte opportunity to scru-
tinize him and his conduct and had found a
basis upon which confidence could be reposed
in him, and if, thereafter, he had suddenly
gone beserk, a jury, we may stlppose, would
scarcely have deemed the landlord liable."124*

One other case goes even further in establishing an
employer's obligation to investigate applicants' criminal
history background. In Becker v. Manpower, Inc.,125 a
federal appeals panii,1 held that an employer of day
laborers (Manpower) may be liable in a, suit for negligent
hiring for supplying two convicted felons to a customer
who .arranged with. Manpower to ;provide movers for the
customer's jewelry store. The movers not only moved the
store but stole virtually its entire investory of jewelry and
precious stones. The court faulted Manpower for "taking'
no action to discover if the men had a previous criminal
record" and remanded the case for a determination of,

0
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among g other things v(thether Manpower was in fact negli-
gent in failing to screen the employees' background.

/ Despite these decisions most courts, when presented
sq arely with the question, have concluded that employers
do not have a duty to check the criminal history back:
gr and of applicants. In Stevejs v. Lankard,126 a con-
,./.cted sodomite was hired as a shoe clerk without investi-
g tion. The offender subsequently committed an act of
s dorm on a child customer. The court refused to hold an
mployer negligent where routine application procedures

not have revealed the conviction. The court;
that to require an exhaustive search into an

1:p ant's background would place an unfair burden on
rn loyers:-

Other courts have refused to find employers liable
for failing to check the crimi,gaLkstory background of an
apartment complex handyman wh stole from the apart-
ments,'" or a service station attendant who shot a
customer,'" or a tractor trailer driver who operated the
vehicle negligently,'" or a parking garage attendant who
drove a car negligently.' 3 ° )

Of course, the conflicting case I s small comfort,
to employers. Particuirnily w their employees are
,called upon to enter customers' homes without super-
vision, employers at least run a risk of liability if they fail
to check the employee's criminal history background and
the emplowe, especially during his first months on the
job, commits a related criminal act 'against the,customer
or his property. The possibility of employee liability
increases still further if the employer is aware of the
employee's, criminal or unsavory background but fails to
perform a thorough investigation .13!

The effect of this/case law is to "whip saw" em-
ployers. In one respect employers have an incentive to
obtain and,mse criminal histories in order to minimize the
chance of employing someone with a likelihood of com-
mitting a crime and in order to discharge their responsi-
ility to exercise due cee inhiring employees. In another
espect employers have a disincentive to inquire about an
pplicant's background because once on notice about a



criminal history round the chances of employer
liability for any subseque wrong doing increase. ,

And in a third respect employers are either prevent-
ed by privacy oriented laws or penalized by equal employ-.

ment oriented laws from collecting or using criminal
history records.

Not surpriSingly, spokesmen for personnel profes-
sionals and other ind try groups express real concern and
dismay over the e osed and untenable position in which
employers are place by these conflicting cosclOrr6n law
doctrines.

\,----'
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PART THREE

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
RELATED TONDMPLOYER ACCESS .

This part of the report provides a comparative
analysis of the rationale supporting arguments for and

. against employer access to criminal history records.

RATIONALE IN SUPPORT OF EMPLOYER ACCESS

Arguments suppcirting access not only touch upon
the information needs of private employers, but also look
at related federal and state .government practices and
examine non-employment benefits associated 1th such
access.

Private Employers

Minimization of employer risk is perhaps the key
benefit that can be- ascribed to providing employers with
access to criminal history, data. Assuming that criminal
history information is predictive of job performance,
employers can use this information to minimize their risks
and costs. For example, employers may reduce their
exposure to theft if they can discriminate against indi-
viduals with convictions (or arrests) for fraud, robbery,
burglary or breach of trust. Similarly, employers may
minimize, their risks (or their insurer's risks) to liability
from legal judgments if they can discriminate against
individuals with hiitories of violent or deviant behavior.
For examp14..ay employer who hires an individual with a
history of child Molestation and drunken driving to be a
camp counselor or bus driver is exposed to significant
potential for civil liability. (The law regarding employer
liability for hiring individuals .ith criminal records is
discussed in some detail in Part wo.)
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In some cases, employers' insurance' policies may not
cover wrongdOing by employees with criminal history ,

.backgrounds. In this event, the employer undertakes .a
truly substantial risk in hiring a criminal offender. In`
other cases, the insurance carrier may increase its pret-
fniurrifi in exchange for covering the conduct of 4criro' al
offenders. C__11;

'Many Observers believe that private .Orga
*tan make more persuasive claims for access to cr
history records for employment purposes than ttr an

for in'surartce: cre1t, housing and other purposes. rn-
ployers routinely 'entrust. their employees with' vital re-
sponsibilities involvinglwman health and safety, and
cal physitcal and monetary resources. An employee's

.

conduct may have a far more significant impact on an
employer (and on the employer's customers) than a ten-

E.ant's impacon his landlorcl, an insured's impact on hiS
fi'carrier, or a M'ebtor's impact on his creditors.

Indeed, it is sometirriis suggested that a good argu-
ment an be madt that pKvate.employers in especially
sen ve industries ought to ,bef;able to obtain criminal
in Iligence and investigative:/data concerning applicants

d incumbents, at least for certain types of positions.

Federal Government

It is .worth noting that the federal gaernment's-
hiring policies represent a strong endorsement of the
argument that criminal' history data, and especially, An-
viction data; is relevant to employment decisions. When
the federal government acts as employer ol it expresslf
requires a. pre-employment criminal background check.
At a minimum, applicants for federal employment receLve
a "National- Agency Check", which includes a review of
the FBI's identification and criminal history records.
However, 4 1978 law prohibits federal agencies from
taking arrest - record information (but no conviction_
ord information) into account in mAking "hiring decisions
for non-sensitive positions." But, in reviewing appli-
cants for sensitive positions, agencies typically conduct a
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very detailed criminal history check that includes crimi-
nal history records maintained by state and local
'police.133 .

In addition, federal .law requires criminal history
checks for employees wh67work in certain sensitive pri-
vate sector positions. For example, applicants for many
positions 'with defense contractors And nuclear power
facilities must receive a criminal history check.13"

State Occupational Licensing

In support of the rationale for employer criminal
history cheoks-,itispointed -out- -that- efrery -state- ,has
standards for at least a few occupational licenses that
require a criminal records check. This check is usually
intended to verify that the applicant does not have a
history of convictions and/or is of "good moral c acter"
(of ter) interpreted to mean that the applicant do of
h e an arrest history). Most occupational licensing
re irements apply to positions in service industries or
state government. However, th&rationale supporting the
licensing requirement is sometimes obscure. For ex-

..
ample, some states require a good moral character to
obtain a license to be a septic tank cleaner or a limburger

fOcheesemaker. Conversely, as of 1975 only one state, New
York, 14ed its licensing scheme tb prohibit offenders from
selling firearms.1,35 4,

National statistics on occupational licensing com-
piled in a 1974 American Bar Association study estimated
that seven million people are employed in licensed occu-
-pea 136ns. ( This study counted a total of 1,948 separate
state licensing statutes, for an average of 39 per state.
Connecticut had a high of 80 categories of employment
covered by occupational licensing statutes and New
Hampshire had a low of 22. In California, for example, 47
different licensing boards can use state criminal history®
files for screening a plicants.

New York Sta , for example, in addition to its
firearms licensing r uirement, requires a conviction rec-
ords check for applicants for the following positions-
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(most, but ncg all of which, require licegses): professiona
boxers referees, and judges;137 harness racing offi
cials;139 privatg investigatprs and guards;139 users or
transporters of explosives;1"0 male employees of manu-
facturers or wholesalers of alcoholic beverages;14' em-
ployers of migrant laborers;142 most employees or mem-
bers of national securities exchanges; 1" professional
bondsmen;1" operators of employment agencies;" 5
longshoremen and related dockworkers;146 employees of
check cashing businesses;147 top employees in insurance
companies;14-P horse owners, trainers and jockeys;149
employees of liquor stores and certain employes of
bars;1f 11! and funeral directors."'

Interestingly, some of the literature suggests that
even though licensing boards are often required to stain
crinilnal history records of applicants, these boards, when
given discretion, seldom deny,a license purely on the basis
of the appliCant's criminal history record. For example, a
survey of mr4ing,.veterinary science, embalming, barber-
ing and psychology licensing boards found that over -a
three-year period only 0.02 percent of applicants were
denied licenses on the basis of .moral charactep, or a
criminal off ense. 5 2

Notwithstanding the apparent reluc ce of licens-
ing boards to use criminal history re ds as a basis for
license denials, the criminal histor records criterion has
come in for heavy criticism. Man writers believe that
licensing standards preclude offenders from obtaining
good jobs and encourage offenders to obtain government
financial assistance or resort to crime.'" Recently a
couple of court decisions have struck down licensing
requirements that bar ex- offenders from particular occu-
pations where the offender criterion is not shown to be
job related. The courts found that t-suCh requirements
discriminate impermissably against racial minorities.'"
At least a few states have recently amended their.occu-

. pational licensing laws to limit the applicability of crimi-
nal history records.15 5

Despite these recent developments, the strong 'en-.

dorsement of criminal history employment checks implicit
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in the ,nation's occupational licensing scheme makes it
easy to understand why many private employers Ve

that they too should have the 'Opportunity o in
conviction, and perhaps arrest inforrbation, about at least
some of their applicants.

Possible Incrwed Benefits

Three' possible indirect benefits support arguments
for private employer access to criminal history record
information. First, providing employers with access to
criminal' history data about applicants and incumbents
may assist criminal justice agencies Such ac ss, for
instance, may help to reduce crime. This eff t

t
might

occur, in part, use a prospective offender' 4.1nowledge
that employers will learn of his intended ofri nal conduct
may act as a deterrent. This effect may also occur
because employers who are armed wit Ift nowledge of
an applicant's or /an incumbent's cr nal history may be
more 'vigilant in policing the ex ffender's conduct. In
addition, employer access.m tip to-improve the quality
of criminal history, records If agency officials know that
the criminal history recor_s they create and manage may .
be reviewed by private officials and used to make employ-
ment decisions, they are likely to spend more time making
the records more accurate and complete.

Second, employer access' to criminal history inf or-
the absence of
ormal means to

yers already use
federation, and

maintain criminal
r access to official
se of such informal

dural protections and
be erroneous,

incomplete or dated. For th.ese reasons the "lesser evil".
may be to permit private employers to obtain official
criminal history records. ,

mation may be recommended because, in
sefch access, employers may resort to i
obtain this data. For example, empl
consumer reporting agencies, lridustr
other private entities that compile o
history data, presum'ably because t
criminal history records is cut off.
sources decreases the subject's pro
increases the likelihood that the data
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Third, employers may sometimes desire to obtain
criminal history data for purposes other than making a
traditional hiring, promotion or other employment deci-
sion. For instance, industrial security departments fre-
quently want Gaiminal history data in conjunction with an
investigation of on- the -job crime or a campaign to insure
protection of individuals or assets. Records obtained in
this situation ace seldom shared by the security depart-
ment 'almost never become part of the employee's per-

iecnm el file and are seldom used to make employment
isions`. -

/ Employees may also seek criminal history records in
order to assist pplicants or incumbents who are partOci-
pating inthe e oyer's offender employment obgram or
various counselin programs.

Public Information

one additional rationale supports private employer
ac ss to criminal history records. Some analysts, includ-

for example many media representatives, believe that
criminal history records ought to be public. They argue
that these records document an individual's involvement
in an event that is of real importance to the public - -an
alleged violation of law that results in an arrest and
perhaps in a court proceeding and a conviction. The
public has a legitimate curiosity and interest in the
criminal justice system and the people who become in-
volved in it Criminal proceedings are by their nature
interesting, often sensationally so, as. are the participants,
particularly suspects and defendants. Aside from the
public's interest in particular criminal justice events and
participants, the public has an interest in insuring that the
criminal justice system,,and the officials responsible for
its operation, are visible and accountable. This interest
may be served by permitting employers '(as well as the
media and other members of the public) to have access to

iminal history records.
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RATIONALE IN SUPPORT OF LIMITING EMPLOYER
ACCESS

Several considerations in support of limiting em-
ployer access take into account the substantial damage
that record subjects may suffer if employers obtain their
records. N

..

Employment Prospects
.

Perhaps the 'most direct and serious damage; of
course, is the effect that employers' access to arrest or
conviction records can have on the subject's opportunities
for employment. As discussed in Part One, anecdotal
information, as well as available empirical data,suggest
that a criminal history record, even an arrest only record,
is a significant barrier to employment.

The Department of Labor study described in .Part
One ,,af this. report, §urprnarizes its ,findings about the

of a criminal history record on emploYment as
follows: ..

,,..

The findings reinforce earlier views that crim-
inal records are a significant barrier to em-
ployment of many offen1ers, particularly
those under community supervision or recently
released from supervision. 56

The damage to employment prospects tat can be
caused by arrest records, in particular, has received
considerable judicial recognition. In Menard v. Mitchell a
federal court of appeals panel catalogued the problems
presented by arrest records. .

Information denominated a record of arrest, if
it becomes known, may subject an individual
to serious difficulties. Even if no direct
economic loss is involved, therinjury to an

e
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individual's reputation may be substantial.
Economic losses themselv4 may be both
direct and serious. Opportities for school-

. ing, employment, or professional' licenses may
be restricted or nonexistent as a consequence
of the mere fact of an arrest, t ven if followed
by acquittal or complete exoneration of the
charges involved.1 7

Whether employers obtain conviction only, or both
conviction and arrest records, it is widely recognized that
Such access extinguishes or greatly :reduces a record
subject's jclitprospects.

Redissernination

Employer access to this criminal history data has
other consequences as well, because the employer may
redisseminate the information. Many jurisdictions do not
pladenpecific restraint/ on redissemination; and evew
where restraints exist, there appears to be little oversight
or accountability. Society's.apparent inability, or at least
failure, to hold employers accountable for the use of
criminal history data is the principal reason in the view of
many to insist that private employers receive less data
than public employers. Under current law and practice,
once criminal history information gets into private em-
ployers' hands, it not only may adversely affect a subject's
employment opportunities, but may be redisseminated and
subsequently used to restrict opportunities for insurance,
credit or other desired resources.

v
Reputation and Privacy

Even when employer access 'does not lead to speci-
fic, adverse' determinations, it may damage the em-
ployee's reputatiof) and may violate his "sensibilities," or
sense of privacy., Although the courts have been unwilling
recently to accord this interest much legal recognition,
from a policy standpoint there is little question that it
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represents a significant consideration. One commentator
has expressed the psychological threat posed by employer
access to arrest records in the following manner.

Finally, and independent of these harms, un-
Testricted dissemination of the arrest record
disregards the individual's psychological inter-
est in preventing disclosure of "personal infor-
mation" without his consent. The concepts of
intimacy, identity, role-playing, and autonomy
all involve the notion 4hat the individual ought
to have some control over what others know
about him.1513

Timeliness and Relevancy

In addition, employer access to criminal history
records may, involve unfairness to record s jects because
the record is not timely or relevant. For xample, even
when only conviction information is di minafed, the
conviction may be old and thus no longer a valid ba-
rometer of the subject's behavior. The ..Supreme, court
recently considered the plight of a first offender who had'
a 20 year old .conviction record. The Court said that after
20 years, the individual was no longer a public figure
merely by virtue of that conviction.

1

This reasoning leads us to reject the further
contention that... any person who engages in
'criminal conduct automatically becomes a
public figure for purposes of comment on a
limited range of issues relating to his convic-
tion.

* * *

To hold otherwise would create an 'open sea-
son' for all .who sought to defame persons
convicted of a crime.1 9
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Another unfairness problem associated with em-
ployer access occurs when employers use either convic-
tion or arrest information in circumstances Where such
information is not relevant. ror example, a misdemeanor
conviction for a breach of the peace may not be relevant
to a decision about employing the record subject as a
clerk typist. Similarly, a history of convictions for
embezzlement and theft may not be relevant to a decision
about employing the ,record subject at a construction
worker. -

Despite this 'problem, spokesmen for employers
often *assert that relevancy criteria should be left to
employers. Doubts exist as to the ability of legislators to
draft suitable relevancy standards, and the ability' of
agency officials to make case-by-case relevancy de-.
terminatioris. Experience with the design and application
of relevancy criteria in the equal employment opportunity
context h n a failure in the view of many employer
repres

Moreover, it generally felt within-the private
sector that employers use criminal history records in an
appropriate manner and are eminently capable of giving
weight to criminal history records iccordiag, to their
relevance to the pending employment decision.

Incompleteness and Inaccuracy

Another potential unfairness-results from a common
failure of criminal history redords to include dispositions.
Often, the dispositions would show acquittals, dismiss s,
failure to bring charges or other entries favorable to
subject. One commentator has described the problem as
follows:

"The greatest problem '.in this area is the
failure of most criminal record storage, sys -'

"terns to record the disposition. of cases after
arrest. (citations omitted), Of 1.7 million
arrests for serious offenses in 1972, 20% of
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the adults were, never prosecuted and of those
prosecuted, .30% were not Convicted. This
suggests that there are probably several mil-
lion so-called criminal records on persons who
were never prosecuted or convicted, but whose
names were added to FBI files for distribution
to police departments and other public and
krivate agencies. In several states, as many as
70% of the records 'do not contain disposi-
tions."'"

The report of the privacy Protection Study Com-
mission charges that use of arrest records to make an
adverse employment decision is fundamentally unfair.
The Privacy Commission recommends that, except as
specifically required by law, private employers should not
seek or use a record of an arrest pertaining to an
'individual applicant or employee.

"Arrest information raises perplexing ques-
tions of fairness. Alth9ugh the Commission's
record ,indicates that some employers no
longer use arrest information in their employ-
tneht decisions, many still do. The use of
arrest information in making employment de-
cisions is questionable for several reasons\ An
arrest record by itself indicates only that a
law enforcement officer believed he had
protable. cause to arrest the Individual for
some offense; not that the person committed
the offense, For instance, an individual may
have been arrested for breaking and entering a
building, while further investigation revealed
that he had the owner's permission to be in the
buildN. Constitutional' standards specify that
convictions; not arrests, establish guilt. Thus,
denial of employment because of an unproved
charge, a charge that has been dismissed, or
one for which there has been an adjudication
of innocence, is fundamentally unfair." I 61
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The risks posed by employer use of arrest records
are compounded by the fact that employers may not
distinguish adequately between arrest and conviction
data. Indeed, as noted in Part One, many observers
believe (although admittedly without definitive empirical
verification) that employers seldom distinguish between
arrest and conviction records. However, many employer
spokesmen dispute this claim and assert that employers
are increasingly sophisticated in their understanding of
the distinction between arrest and conviction records.
Assuming though that at least some employers fail to
make a distinction, it means that individuals who were
never found guilty of a crime are treated in the same
manner as individuals who were found guilty. 'The unftir-
ness of such a resurfis minifest.

Defining the Term Employer

Another possible shortcoming of arguments in sup-
port of special access rights for employers is the diffi-
culty of defining "employer." As a practical matter,
private employers may have to accept the same degree of
access that is offered the general public. Otherwise, an
individual who employs a domestic servant, participates in
the Social Security Program and has an employer identifi-
cation number 'assigned by the Internal Revenue Service
could argue easily that he should enjoy the same access
rights as a Fortune 500 member. Moreover, once access
is available to any employer, private nivestigativi, organ-
izations and,iirnilar organizations 'could be expected to
blur the distinckr1 between employer and 'public dr the
distinction among different types or sizes of employers by
offering to any member of the public, for a fee, a

, criminal records check of prospective "applicants."
The problems associated with defining the to

employer are similar'to the, problems that the court and
the legislatures have faced in defining the term edia.
Those problems are suffiCiently grave so that the Supreme
Court has cited this as one reason for refusing to consider
arguments that the media should be recognized as having
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a special status under the First Amendment.162 Further-
more, giving certain kinds of private employers special
access rights,, not enjoyed by other private employers
would raise extremely difficult legal and policy issues.

Criminal Justice Agent' Im ct

Although it is sometimes asserted ,that employer
access may result in law enforcement benefits, such
access 'may also create burdens. First, if employers were
given access to ,cumulative information .maintained in _./
central repositories, the terms of such access might
-require the repositories to segregate onviction_and arrest
data, and only disseminate the form -r. Many repositories
may not have the technical or anpower resources to
comply with Such a requir rh t. . .

Second, it is possibl at private employer access
` requests would turn out to be overwhelming. As noted in

Part One, the FBI estimates that about 25 percent of the
access requests made to its Identification Bureau are for
public employment purposes. It is not clear whether
access,requests from private employers would appreciably
swell this percentage/ but many cri al justice repre-
sentativeucertainly fear this result.

Rehabilitatjon and Equality

In addition to the potential for unfairness and dam-
age' to record subjects, employer' access to criminal
history records may involve at least two; societal costs.
First, if employers use criminal history records to dis-
criminate against record subjects, these individuals, pre-
sumably, are less likely to become rehabilitated, contri-
buting members of society. Indeed, many experts believe
that if past, olfenders are denied private employment
opportunities, they will be encouraged to make a liveli-
hood through illegal, or at least antisocial behavior. At
the very least, they will be dependent upon governmental
welfare and benefit programs. Although empirical infor-
mation to ;Open this hypothesis is lacking, logic suggests
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that employment discrimination against cri final histork
subjects would have this effect.

Second, employer, access., to criminal history data
may ultimately amount to employment iscrimination
against Blacks and certain other minorities./ As previously
noted, available statistics indicate that Blacks account
for perhaps 70 percent of the offender population.163
Officials of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion have testified that they believe that use of arrest
information for employment purposes has a racially dis-
criminatory impact)" As discussed in Part Two of this
Report, the courts ha e largely accepted this argument.

CONSIDERATIONS IN SUPPORT OF PARTIAL ACCESS
a

As discussed in the Introduction, to this Report,
f r the competing considerations are sorted out at least
couple of policy views erverge which, if they do not

command a consensus, at lea* attract wide support. .s
For one thing, few participants in this policy debate,

including many critics of private employer access to
criminal history ,,,record information, support a complete
bar on such access. In addition, there seems to be wide
agreement today that recent, definitive and negative
criminal history data, such as conviction information,
should be available to employers if relevant to the job
position for which`the subject is. under consider-ation.

The PrivaCy CommissiOs approach, for example,
recommends that private employers be prohibited from
access to arrest records, but would permit employers to
obtain and use conviction records where the records are
"directly relevant to a specific employment decision."

The emphasis on the concept of relevancy is also
reflected in recommenditions found in the legal and
policy literature urging state legislatures to develop. broad
standards of relevancy that permit private employers who
are considering applicants for certain types of positions to
have access to certain types of criminal history data. As
noted in Part TWo, a few states have already begun to
experiment with these kinds of statutes.
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Where it' cannot beshown that the conviction record
is relevant to the job in question, there seems to be some
support, certainly in the courts and legislatures, for the
view that the record should not be available to, or at least
not used by, the employer..

There also seems to be wide agreement that non-
contemporaneous, non-definitive, negative data 'such as
arrest information or "positive" data such as acquittals
and nolle prosses should not be available to private
employers. Only where the arrest record is relevant to
the job in question and where it is also contemporaneous
is there Significant support for employer access. This
type of arrest information may not only be an indicator of
the employee's OF applicant's behavior, but also is useful
because it gives the employer warning that the applicant
may soon be incarcerated.

Various limitations and safeguards that would attach
to employer access also find support in the policy and
legal literature. For example, sde analysts have sug-
gested that whenever employers ha*Ve access to criminal
history 8ata, certain procedural limitations should attach.
These limitations c nclude, for example, a prohibition
on redisseminati of a requirement that employers.
ngtify .an Indivi ual whenever they obtain his 'criminal'
hAtory data an give that individual a chance to explain

7 rebut th- ormation. And, as noted earlier, the
importance of giving the applicant notice and a rightto
consent to the employer's access, is widely acknowledged.

CONCLUSION

1

Should private employers have access to criminal
history records? This extremely complex question defies
simple or hasty answers. Nevertheless, what emerges are, St
a few important observatiNs, and inevitably, a few
additional questions. Perhaps the most important issue tb

. be addressed is the crippling laCk of empirical informa-
tion. Simpt stated, not nearly enough is known about the
extent of employer access, the effects of such access or
the need for such access. For example, ,preliminary
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research about the use of criminal history records by
licensing boards suggest that such records are irrelevant.
This research conflicts with the traditional view of the
extent to which criminal history records influence private

-employers.- Thus, it is clear that more empirical infor-
mation about the real influencing criminal history records
on private employer decisionfnaking is need4.

A second point to emphasize is that. the issue of'--k,
employer access to criminal history records appears tfi, be
quite important. A staggering number of individuals in
the workforce are saddled with Criminal history records.
These records appear to have an effect on record subjects'
employment opportunities. And aQ factor that affects
employment, opportunities is important because employ-
ment plays such a key economic, gocial and psychological
role in people's lives. d'.

A third observation emerges--empl ess to
criminal history records is a complicated issue. erous
potential adiantages, as well as disadvantages,' that ow
from such access have been identified in this Report.
Interestingly,. the identified advantages and disadvantages
were sometimes ,surprising. Some believe, for example;
that 'employer access may help to reduce crime. Some
believe that employer access may be impractical, perhaps
because it would overwhelm repositories, or perhaps be-
cause it would ultimately mean that the entire public
must be given access. Others assert that confidentiality
protections are impractical, and ultirhately counter-

, productive, beciuse they simply drive employer access
requests underground and breed the creation of private
data bases.

Although no consensus emerged, at least a few
of agreement, as noted in Part Three, are visible:

consensus can be achieved at this One if stlYeral points of
widespread agreement can be reached. It makes sense to
distinguish between private and public. employers for
access purposes; policies for employer acces4may have an
impact on racial e ality considerations; private em
ployers-should pro ly have access to conviction data;
private employers s uld only uSe such conviction dat
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when it is relevant but, subject to guidelines, employers
should make the relevancy decision; errhloyers should
probably not have access to arrest data, 1911t this issue is
so controversial and difficult, that hard and fast rules
may be imppssible; and emprdyees should almost always
have procedural .1'et<tions, such as notice and consent
rights, when employers 'obtain their records.

It appears that before further definitive policy
judgments are made abbut private employer access to
criminal history data, three questions should be asked.
Pirst, under what circumstances, if any, and in what ways
is criminal history data predictive of employee job per,-
formance? Assuming that this question can be answered_
satisfactorily, a second question can be asked: can
standards or requirements be formulated and implemented
that will insures that private employers only uSe criminal
history data when it is relevant to rob performance?

And, apart from the answer to the second question,
there is a third question which perhaps goes to the very
heart of this whole issue. Even assuming that criminal
history data is job relevant, and that employers will use
the data only insofar as it is job relevant, does society
want to make employment part of the penalty for crimi-
nal wrongdoing?

If the individual's only "wrongdoing" is an arrest, it
is especially hard to argue that he 'ghould suffer .employ-
ment penalities. If the wrongdoing leads to conviction,
the argument is easier, but still raises unsettling questions
about the merits of informal, extra legal punishment, the
severity of such punishment, its duration, and its racially
discriminatory impact.

One final observation should be made. Virtually
every discussion of this Issue, including this one, seems to
suffer from an ephemeral, but nonetheless real, ambiva-
1encett On The one hand, `many believe, that criminal
history information really is relevant and important for
employers and may serve an entirely appropriate role in
connection with the screening ot ,employment candidates.

On the other hand, it also sensed that many'
people are hot comfortable holdinSsuch beliefs. There
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teems tclikbe almost a sense of guilt about advocating
employer access to criminal history records. The result is
ambivalence, and a gap between formal statethents and
policies and real beliefs and practices.

If this assessment is correct, the best antidote for
the problem is further discussiort and debate.

a
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FOOTNOTES

This report uses the widely accepted criminal justice
terminology found in the Justice System Improvements
Act regulations. at 29 C.F.R. Part 20 and in 'various
reports and publications of SEARCH Group, Inc.
(SEARCH).

Specifically "criminal history record information"
means information collected by criminal 'justice agen-
cies on individuals consisting of identifiable descrip-
tions and notations of arrests, detentions, indictmentsW
informations, or other formal criminal charges, and
any disposition arising therefrom, sentencing, correc-
tional supervision, and release. The term does not
include identification information such as fingerprint
records to the extent that such information does not
indicate involvement of the individual in the criminal
justice system.

2 Louis Harris & Assoc., Inc. and Alan F. Westin, The
Dimensions of Privacy: A National Opinion Research
Survey of Attitudes Toward Privacy, p. 33 (1979).

3 See the Roster Conference Participants attached as
the Appendix.

4 See Miller, Neal, A Study of the Number of Persons
with Criminal Records (Offenders) in the Work Force,
monograph published by the Department .of Labor,
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Policy, Evalua-
tion and Research (ASPER), under contract purchjise
order No. B-9-M-8-4119 (Nov. 1978).

Id. See, pp. 22-23.

6 Id. p. 24.
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Philip, "The Correctional Carrot: Bette Jobs For
Parolees," Policy Analysis (Winter '75). ,
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197 (1976).
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25 Supra, n. 17 at p. 1195.
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